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Abstract
Privacy Flag (PF) combines crowd sourcing, ICT technology and legal expertise to protect
citizen privacy when visiting websites, using smart-phone applications, or living in a smart
city leveraging user friendly solutions provided as a smart phone application, a web
browser add-on and a public website. It will:

1. Develop a highly scalable privacy monitoring and protection solution with: - Crowd
sourcing mechanisms to identify, monitor and assess privacy-related risks;
- Privacy monitoring agents to identify suspicious activities and applications;
- Universal Privacy Risk Area Assessment Tool and methodology tailored to European
norms on personal data protection;
- Personal Data Valuation mechanism;
- Privacy enablers against traffic monitoring and finger printing;
- User friendly interface informing about the privacy risks when using an application or
website.
2. Develop a global knowledge database of identified privacy risks, together with online
services to support companies and other stakeholders in becoming privacy-friendly,
including:
- In-depth privacy risk analytical tool and services;
- Voluntary legally binding mechanism for companies located outside of Europe to align
with and abide to European standards in terms of personal data protection;
- Services for companies interested in being privacy friendly;
- Labelling and certification process.
3. Collaborate with standardization bodies and actively disseminate towards the public
and specialized communities, such as ICT lawyers, policy makers and academics. Eleven
(-11-) European partners, including SMEs and a large telco operator (OTE), bring their
complementary technical, legal, societal and business expertise; Privacy-Flag intends to
establish strong links with standardization bodies and international fora and it also
intends to assess and incorporate outcomes from over 20 related research projects. It will
build and ensure long term sustainability and growth.
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Executive Summary
This document presents the work under the Work Package (WP) 4 – Technical Enablers. The aim of
this WP is to research and develop the required technical enablers and tools for security and privacy
that will provide protection mechanisms for users, contribute towards the improvement of privacy
protection and risk detection through collective user activities. These will help infuse privacy risk
awareness as well as privacy risk detection knowledge to users in order to make them take a more
active role in handling their own privacy.
Section 1 describes the purpose of this document and a general description of WP4.
Section 2 offers a brief introductory overview of the work package context. It identifies the most
common and dangerous threats against user privacy. These are divided into three main categories:
Cookies
HTML5 threats
General IP threats
In addition, it provides a brief description of the most common and severe among these threats that
will be encountered by the Privacy Flag platform. Moreover, in subsection 2.2 the most popular
browser add-ons are presented along with a brief description. It also discusses the current limitations
of the available solutions and the reason a new solution is needed.
Section 3 presents the architecture design for the Privacy Flag web browser add-on. Additionally, it
describes the functionality scenarios, as well as the two levels of evaluation (the automated and the
integration of UPRAAM).
Section 4 presents the architecture design for the Privacy Flag smartphone application. Moreover,
functionality scenarios are described and the two levels of evaluation (the automated and the
integration of UPRAAM).
Section 5 offers a description of the Privacy Flag Automatic Analysis Tool (the distributed agents).
Section 6 provides the database and server implementation progress. It analyzes the procedure
followed when setting up the server that will support the WP4 components, as well as a first design
and implementation of the database.
In section 7 the development of the architecture and functionality for the website and backend
management platform are described. It also describes the key features for assessment of the risk
using the in-depth evaluation tools.
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Glossary
ACRONYMS

MEANING

AAT
ACT
AI
AIA
AJAX
API
ASP
BEAST
BSD
CA
CBC
CLI
CMS
COM
CSRF
DA
DARPA
DNS
DNT
DOM
EC
ECMA
EWS
EU
GA
GPS
HPKP
HSTS
HTML
HTTP
HTTPD
HTTPS
I2P
ICT
ID
IIS
IoT
IP
ISP
IT
JAP
JRE
JSON
LSO
LTS

Automatic Analysis Tool
Allied Command Transformation
Artificial Intelligence
Authority Information Access
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
Application Programing Interface
Active Server Pages
Browser Exploit Against SSL/TLS
Berkeley Software Distribution
Certificate Authority
Cipher Block Chaining
Command-Line Interface
Content Management System
Component Object Model
Cross-Site Request Forgery
Distributed Agent
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Domain Name System
Do Not Track
Document Object Model
European Commission
European Computer Manufacturers Association
Early Warning System
European Union
Grand Agreement
Global Positioning System
HTTP Public Key Pinning
HTTP Strict Transport Security
HyperText Markup Language
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Hypertext Transfer Protocol Daemon
Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
Invisible Internet Project
Information and Communication Technologies
Identifier
Internet Information Service
Internet of Things
Internet Protocol
Internet Service Provider
Information Technology
Java Anon Proxy
Java Runtime Environment
JavaScript Object Notation
Local Shared Object
Long term Support
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MA
OLE
OS
OSN
P3P
PEWS
PDF
PET
PF
PFAAT
PHP
PKP
PRAAT
QoS
RFC
RTC
SDK
SHA
SME
SMS
SOCKS
SQL
SSH
SSL
TCP
TLS
Tor
UI
UPRAAM
UPRAAT
URL
USEMP
UX
VE
VM
VPN
W3C
WoT
WP
WWW
XML
XSS

Monitoring Agent
Object Linking and Embedding
Operating System
Online Social Network
Platform for Privacy Preferences Project
Privacy Early Warning System
Portable Document Format
Privacy Enhancing Technology
Privacy Flag
Privacy Flag Automatic Analysis Tool
Hypertext Pre-processor
Public Key Pinning
Privacy Risk Area Assessment Tool
Quality of Service
Request For Comments
Real-Time Communications
Software Development Kit
Secure Hash Algorithm
Small Medium Enterprise
Short Message Service
Socket Secure
Structured Query Language
Secure Shell
Secure Sockets Layer
Transmission Control Protocol
Transport Layer Security
The Onion Router
User Interface
Universal Privacy Risk Area Assessment Model
Universal Privacy Risk Area Assessment Tool
Uniform Resource Locator
User Empowerment for Enhanced Online Presence
User Experience
Virtual Entity
Virtual Machine
Virtual Private Network
World Wide Web Consortium
Web of Trust
Work Package
World Wide Web
Extensible Markup Language
Cross-Site Scripting
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose and scope of WP4
The purpose of WP4 is to design and implement the mechanisms and enablers that will ensure the
privacy of prospective users as well as enable them to monitor and report privacy breach detected
on their smartphone and in their web browsers.
Main objectives of this work package are to, and to:
Provide privacy protection mechanisms for users.
Contribute towards the improvement of privacy protection and risk detection through
collective user activities and reporting.
Help “infuse” privacy risk awareness as well as privacy risk detection knowledge to users, in
order to make them take a more active role in handling their own, as well as others’, privacy.
WP4 consists of the following tasks:
T4.1 will research, analyze and design the required security and privacy enablers for the
Privacy Flag platform and users. It will identify existing security solutions and resources to be
used by the platform. Additionally, T4.1 will develop complementary building blocks to
support the platform in order to “fill the holes” and provide a list of recommended resources
for the Privacy Flag users.
T4.2 will design and implement an advanced Evaluation Component that will provide the
Early Warning Services. The Privacy Flag Early Warning System (PFEWS) utilizes multiple
sources of input to offer timely and valid information on possible privacy threats.
T4.3 will design and develop a web browser add-on that will allow users to get information
on potential privacy risks when browsing throughout the Internet. The add-on informs users
whether a web site is considered “safe” or “not safe”, based on the analysis conducted by
the Privacy Flag back-end system.
T4.4 will study and implement a smartphone application that will inform users on the
potential privacy risks related to their installed applications. It will also provide the
evaluation tools collection for crowd sourcing inputs.
T4.5 will provide the underlying server infrastructure that will support the rest of the Privacy
Flag tools, as well as the required database that will store the collected data from the various
tools.
T4.6 will create the backend management platform together with the corresponding web site
and the underlying database.

1.2 Purpose and scope of the current document
This document presents a first year report on the progress of the technical enablers’ development. In
the sections below a general description of Web 2.0 features and functionalities can be found, as
well as an introduction to the most common threats. In addition, a top threat matrix is provided. This
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matrix includes the most common and severe web privacy threats. Then the Privacy Flag architecture
is presented along with a description of all the modules that the platform is comprised of.
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2. Privacy Flag enablers
2.1 Modern Threats – Threat Matrix
In this section the most common threats for internet privacy are presented. They are divided in 3
main categories:
Threats concerning cookies
HTML5 threats
General IP threats
They are presented in the tables Table 2.1, Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, respectively, along with a brief
description, a threat level depending on how severe each threat is, as well as an expected output
value of a function that will counter each threat. There are two types of expected output values.
Boolean that states whether a website uses that specific threat
Integer (Value [0…n]) that states how many of this type of threat are available on this
website.

2.1.1 Cookies
Cookies are small text files composed of alphanumeric characters, which are created on user’s
computer when the browser accesses a website that uses cookies. Every time the user loads the
website, the browser sends the cookie back to the server, to notify the user's previous activity.
Table 2.1: Types of cookie threats
Name

Threat

Threat
Level

Value

HTTP Cookie

Misuse of cookies for authentication or store of sensitive
information

Low

Value [0...n]

Tracking user's browsing history

Medium

Value [0...n]

Persistent tracking -can track users across browsers on the
same machine

Medium

Value [0...n]

Persistent tracking

Medium

Value [0...n]

Third party cookie
Zombie Cookie
Evercookie
Local Shared
Object (LSO) or
Flash Cookie

Detailed Tracking, allows spyware or malware to be installed

High

Value [0...n]

Supercookie

Disrupts or impersonates legitimate user requests to another
website that shares the same Top-Level Domain as the
malicious website

High

Value [0...n]

Web Bug

A Web bug can gather statistics such as: The IP address, the
URL of the page that the Web bug is located on, a previously
set cookie value, etc.

Low

Value [0...n]
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2.1.2 HTML5 new threats
A HTML5 is a markup language used for structuring and presenting content on the World Wide Web.
It is the fifth and current version of the HTML standard. The HTML5 brings several new APIs and
features that can be exploited by malicious users in order to invade user privacy. Some of the most
important threats are presented in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Types of HTML5 threats

Name

Threat

Threat
Level

Value

Geolocation

Reveal the physical location of the user. After location access
is granted, the location data may be used for other purposes.

High

Boolean

Canvas
Fingerprinting

Extension of device fingerprinting, that uses the <canvas> tag
of HTML5

Medium

Boolean

Web Storage

A third-party advertiser could use a unique identifier stored
in its local storage area to track a user across multiple
sessions.

Medium

Value [0...n]

Web Messaging

Poor origin checking can pose a risk for applications which
employ cross-document messaging.

Medium

Value [0...n]

Media Capture and
Streams

Without authorization, it offers the ability to tell how many
devices there are of each class (audio or video). The number
of devices adds to the fingerprint surface.

Medium

Value [0...n]

2.1.3 General IP threats
Some other general features that can be used to invade user’s privacy are presented in Table 2.3.
These include: device fingerprinting, which is one of the most severe and almost impossible to
counter threats; encryption which is essential in order to prevent the interception of sensitive
information that might be transmitted to and from the website; privacy certification and privacy
policy agreement that might exist and finally whether a website uses traffic analysis in order to
create a personality profile for the user based on their activity.
Table 2.3: General threats

Name

Threat

Threat
Level

Value

Device
Fingerprinting

Are used to identify individual users even when cookies are
turned off. It makes it possible to uniquely distinguish
between all machines on a network.

High

Unable to
detect

SSL/TLS Encryption

Easy to intercept users sensitive information at multiple
points using a network sniffer. All data are visible to the ISP
as well as to the network gateway.

High

Boolean

Privacy
Certification

If a certification is absent there is no way to validate whether
a website protects the user’s private data.

Low

Boolean
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(eTrust, W3C)
Privacy Policy
Agreement

A web site without Privacy Policy in not legally bound to
protect or respect users’ personal data. Therefore, it is
possible that privacy violations might happen.

Medium

Boolean

Traffic Analysis

Create a detailed profile of the user's personality based on
his/her surfing habits

High

Cannot be
evaluated

2.1.4 Top threats
This subsection provides a more detailed description of the most severe threats that were identified.
The threats are divided in three main categories. These are:
Confidentiality of communications: threats that concern the communication of a user with a
website. These include encryption of sent and received data, technologies like HSTS and
more.
Privacy compromising mechanisms: these include techniques that can harm user privacy
such as several types of cookies, device fingerprinting, etc.
Potentially insecure technologies: these are technologies that can be exploited in order to
gain information about a user. Such technologies are pdf, flash, java and more.

2.1.4.1 Confidentiality of communications
Data encryption is the process of encoding data in a way that only allows authorized parties
to have access to it. Absence of encryption on a website may lead to the interception of
incoming and outgoing data on various applications such as websites, email clients, social
networks, etc., which would make the use of such applications dangerous. On websites this is
implemented by using the HTTPS communication protocol. HTTPS is a mechanism to encrypt
an HTTPS session by Transport Layer Security or its predecessor, Secure Sockets Layer. HTTPS
or HTTP over SSL enables web servers to transfer and display web content securely. Ideally all
websites should use HTTPS, but especially those websites that are collecting sensitive private
user data such as banking information and more. Modern browsers offer a graphical
representation regarding the usage of HTTPS, by a website visited by the user, next to the
address bar. The available function that can be used in order to check this in the Privacy Flag
platform is:
function isSecure(){
return window.location.protocol == 'https:';
}
HSTS (HTTP Strict Transport Security) is a modern web security policy mechanism which
enables the protection of websites against protocol downgrade attacks and cookie hijacking.
It allows a website to request that it always be contacted over HTTPS. Absence of HSTS may
lead to attacks against the HTTPS protocol. Latest generation browsers support this feature.
An HSTS enabled server can include a header similar to the one below:
Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000; includeSubDomains
and when a browser reads it, it will remember that for a time period of “max-age” seconds
the current domain should only be contacted over HTTPS.
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Encryption method (cipher suite). A cipher is a named combination of authentication,
encryption, message authentication code and key exchange algorithms used to negotiate the
security settings for a network connection using the TLS/SSL network protocol. Even if high
grade ciphers are today supported and normally used, errors in server configuration can be
used to “force” the use of a weak cipher which could allow an attacker to gain access to the
supposed secure communication channel. The large number of available cipher suites and
quick progress in cryptanalysis makes testing an SSL server a non-trivial task. It is essential to
provide evaluation of older cipher suits that may be susceptible to cryptanalysis and other
forms of attacks. Some of the most dangerous attacks on encryption methods include:
 The Heartbleed Bug (Heartbleed attack 2014) is a serious vulnerability in the popular
OpenSSL cryptographic software library. This weakness allows stealing the
information protected, under normal conditions, by the SSL/TLS encryption used to
secure the Internet
 Browser Exploit Against SSL/TLS, SSL (Beast) (BEAST 2011) is an exploit first revealed
in late September 2011, that leverages weaknesses in cipher block chaining (CBC) to
exploit the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol.
 DROWN (Aviram, et al. 2016) allows attackers to break the encryption and read or
steal sensitive communications, including passwords, credit card numbers, trade
secrets, or financial data.
 FREAK (Bhargavan 2015) attack allows an attacker to intercept HTTPS connections
between vulnerable clients and servers and force them to use weakened encryption,
which the attacker can break to steal or manipulate sensitive data.
Certification chain (Microsoft 2016) is defined as the trust validation of an x.509 certificate
as it is compared to a trust anchor such as a root certificate. Chain building is the process of
building a trust chain, or certification path, from the end certificate to a root CA (Certificate
Authority) that is trusted by the security principal. The chain building process will validate the
certification path by checking each certificate in the certification path from the end
certificate to the Root CA's certificate. The certificates are retrieved from the Intermediate
Certification Authorities store, the Trusted Root Certification Authorities store, or from a URL
specified in the Authority Information Access (AIA) attribute of the certificate. If the
CryptoAPI discovers a problem with one of the certificates in the path, or if it cannot find a
certificate, the certification path is discarded as a non-trusted certification path. There have
been several cases of attacks against users with the use of fake or false certificates with
catastrophic consequences, especially against experienced users. State sponsored hacking
may use certification chain attacks in oppressive regimes.
Certificate pinning (OWASP 2016). Confidentiality while web browsing is achieved by using
SSL/TLS. Even if the negotiated cipher is secure, an attacker can exploit the inherent
infrastructural problem of Certificate Authorities to become a man-in-the-middle. While
establishing a TLS-secured connection, the client's browser validates the web server's
certificate. One of the validation steps verifies if the server's certificate is signed by a valid
root certificate authority (or by an intermediate CA whose certificate is signed by a root CA).
If it is not, a certificate warning is presented to the user and most modern browsers refuse
the connection establishment. Popular web browsers contain a list of around 50 root
certificates. These root CAs are allowed to sign intermediate or domain certificates for any
domain. During creation of a domain certificate, the CA usually ensures that the domain is in
possession of the certificate requester.
An attacker that manages to get a signed certificate by some intermediate authority (by
compromising the authority and signing its own certificate or by exploiting flaws in the
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domain validation phase of the certificate signing process) is able to use this certificate to
become a man-in-the-middle in a TLS-secured connection. This enables him to read and
manipulate traffic (for the domain) while the victim's browser even displays a green padlock
and assumes a secure connection. To hinder these kinds of man-in-the-middle attacks,
certificate pinning was introduced. When using certificate pinning, the browser (or
application) knows a specific X509 certificate for a given domain and refuses to establish a
TLS connection if the presented certificate does not match the known one. This is usually
combined with HSTS, to circumvent a fallback to an unencrypted connection. The pre-known
certificate can be introduced in two ways. First, it can be added to the application out-ofband during development. Here, the corresponding certificates are already part of the
application. Google does this in Chrome for Google services. The second way is by adding the
certificates on first encounter. Here, the certificate that is presented when visiting a domain
for the first time is stored in the application. In further connections, the application will
refuse to establish a secure connection if the certificate changes in a given timespan. The
first way (adding certificates during development phase) is preferred, since the second way is
vulnerable to an adversary in the privileged position of being man-in-the-middle on the first
encounter. However, this is not always possible and incorporates a large overhead (for
example submitting the own domain certificate to all modern browser vendors to add them
to their browser build).
Public key pinning works like certificate pinning, but instead of a X509 certificate the
application stores the domain certificate's public key. This approach is more stable when a
given domain changes its certificate on a regular basis, but does not change the
corresponding public key. This behavior is often seen in production systems in contrast to
certificate pinning, public key pinning's standard is described in an RFC (RFC 7469) (Evans et.
al, 2015). Public key pinning works seamlessly together with the HSTS header and should be
deployed nowadays. If deployed, the server sends the HPKP (HTTP Public Key Pinning) header
as part of the response as in the following HPKP header example:
Public-Key-Pins: max-age=2592000;
pin-sha256="E9CZ9INDbd+2eRQozYqqbQ2yXLVKB9+xcprMF+44U1g=";
pin-sha256="LPJNul+wow4m6DsqxbninhsWHlwfp0JecwQzYpOLmCQ=";
report-uri="http://example.com/pkp-report"

The max-age directive states the seconds for which the user agent (e.g., browser) should
cache the pinned public keys and must not accept TLS certificates for the given domain that
makes use of a different key. The optional report-uri directive tells the user agent to report
incidents where a different key is used to the given report uri, so the webserver provider can
be sure to get notified if an unauthorized certificate for his domain is circulating.
Do Not Track (DNT 2009) is a mechanism for protecting online privacy that specifically
addresses the challenge of pervasive online web tracking, especially as employed by
behavioral advertisers using increasingly sophisticated tracking technologies. DNT is unique
in that it combines both technology (a signal transmitted from a user) as well as a policy
framework for how companies that receive the signal should respond. When the user
chooses to turn on the DNT setting in his browser, it sends a special signal to the web sites,
analytics companies, ad networks, plug in providers, and other web services he encounters
while browsing. Every time his computer sends or receives information over the Web, the
request begins with some short pieces of information called as headers. These headers
include information about the users’ browser, the language of the users’ system, and other
technical information. The DNT proposal is to include a simple, machine-readable header
indicating that the user does not want to be tracked. Because this signal is a header, and not
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a cookie, users will be able to “clear” their cookies at will, without disrupting the
functionality of the DNT flag. There are also no legal or technological requirements for its
use, when it is enabled by default on browsers. As such, websites and advertisers may either
“honor” the request, or completely ignore it in cases where it is automatically set. Any
website that does not respect the DNT settings of a user reduces the user's confidence that
this website will not use tracking mechanisms.

2.1.4.2 Privacy compromising mechanisms
Information directly input by the user (using forms). A common input method on websites
are HTML forms where users are asked to provide information that will then be sent to the
website’s server. This information can range from name and address, to passwords and
credit cards. The user should be informed on the data any website has collected from him,
over a period of time.
HTTP Cookies are small text files composed of alphanumeric characters, which are created
on user’s computer when the browser accesses a website that uses cookies. Every time the
user loads a website, the browser sends the cookie back to the server to notify the website
about the user’s previous activity. The files are used to help the user’s browser navigate the
website and fully use all its features like logins, preferences, language settings and themes,
among other common features. The cookie is used solely to help user’s browser process a
website, it does not collect any information from his computer or snoop on his files. Despite
the fact that cookies cannot carry viruses and cannot install malware on the host computer,
it is possible due to misuse of cookies for authentication or store of sensitive information can
be a major privacy threat.
Third-party cookies belong to domains different from the one shown in the address bar.
These kinds of cookies typically appear when web pages feature content, such as banner
advertisements, from external websites. It is often used by advertisers in an effort to serve
relevant advertisements to each user, but they can be abused to track the user’s browsing
history.
Local Shared Objects (LSO) or Flash Cookies work the same way as normal cookies and are
used by the Adobe Flash Player to store information at the user's computer. They exhibit a
similar privacy risk as normal cookies, but are not as easily blocked, meaning that the option
in most browsers to not accept cookies does not affect Flash cookies. Flash cookies are unlike
HTTP cookies in a sense that they are not transferred from the client back to the server. Web
browsers read and write these cookies and can track any data by web usage. HTTP cookies
cannot save more than 4 Kilobyte of data while Flash cookies can save up to 100 Kilobyte by
default.
Supercookies are the cookies with an origin of a Top-Level Domain (such as .com) or a Public
Suffix (such as .co.uk). An attacker in control of a malicious website could set a supercookie
and potentially disrupt or impersonate legitimate user requests to another website that
shares the same Top-Level Domain or Public Suffix as the malicious website.
Zombie cookies are HTTP cookies that are recreated after deletion from backups stored
outside the web browser's dedicated cookie storage. It may be stored online or directly onto
the visitor's computer, (e.g. in Flash local storage, HTML5 storage, and other client-side
storage locations). When the script detects the cookie's absence, it recreates the cookie
using the data stored in these locations. This makes them very difficult to remove. These
cookies may be installed on a web browser that has opted not to receive cookies since they
do not completely rely on traditional cookies.
Evercookie is a JavaScript-based application created by Samy Kamkar which produces zombie
cookies in a web browser that are intentionally difficult to delete. It is a resilient tracking
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mechanism that utilizes multiple storage vectors in combination, including Flash cookies,
localStorage, sessionStorage and ETags.
History sniffing is the practice of tracking which sites a user has or has not visited. History
sniffing techniques use the user’s web browser to determine whether the user has previously
visited certain web sites and transmits the results to advertising networks or other third
parties. (Bose v. Interclick, Inc. 2011)
The Web SQL Database API (W3C 2010) introduces a set of APIs to manipulate client-side
databases using SQL. A third-party advertiser (or any entity capable of getting content
distributed to multiple sites) could use a unique identifier stored in its client-side databases
to track a user across multiple sessions, building a profile of the user's interests to allow for
highly targeted advertising. In conjunction with a site that is aware of the user's real identity
(for example an e-commerce site that requires authenticated credentials) this could allow
oppressive groups to target individuals with greater.
Web-based device fingerprinting is the capability of a site to identify or re-identify a visiting
user, user agent or device via configuration settings or other observable characteristics.
These techniques are used in order to perform stateless device identification. Fingerprints
are used to identify and track individual users and devices in the web, even when cookies are
turned off. HTML5 brings new functionality such as the <canvas> element which is used to
draw graphics and animations on a web page via scripting in JavaScript. There are JavaScriptbased device fingerprinting methods that make JavaScript a strong fingerprinting tool.
Researchers (Bujlow, et al. 2015) have proposed the use of performance benchmarks for
differentiating between JavaScript engines, errors in standard test-suites, and differences in
the appearance of canvas elements created through JavaScript. Furthermore, a user's
browsing history, which can be recovered by exploiting JavaScript's visited-link color feature,
has also been shown to uniquely identify users. In general, while these methods have been
widely adopted in deployed fingerprinting products and they could potentially be used to
increase the accuracy of the gathered fingerprints.
Links to known malicious websites may be contained within a website. Google maintains a
list of known malicious URLs and offers an interface to access this list. Google's Safe Browsing
API can be used in two different ways:
Safe Browsing Lookup API:
 An URL in question of being malicious is sent to Google's Safe Browsing Lookup API
via a simple HTTP GET or POST request. The API endpoint at Google looks up the URL
and responds to the request.
Safe Browsing API:
 This implementation allows the application to download an encrypted table of hashvalues (SHA256) of known malicious URLs. The application does not need to make a
HTTP request for each URL in question but is able to hash the URL in question and
look it up locally with help of the downloaded table. This local table contains just a 4byte prefix of the 32-byte SHA256 digest. If a URL's digest matches a 4-byte prefix
from the local list, the Google server is still contacted to fetch the list of all digests
with this prefix to check then, if the given URL digest is considered malicious.
Albeit the second approach incorporates more implementation effort (the local client-side
lookup), it comes with multiple advantages over the simple lookup API:
 It is faster to lookup URLs locally in a table instead of sending a HTTP request for
each URL and waiting for Google's response
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 URLs to be checked are kept locally and not sent to Google. Sending each URL on
each website a PF user visits to Google for a lookup incorporates huge privacy
implications, besides of latency and bandwidth overhead.
Since the use of the lookup API enables Google to track the users, the only possible option to
use the Safe Browsing API is to decide for the implementation-heavy API. This incorporates
being aware of the way the Google server maintains the list of hashed URLs, periodically
updating the local copy of the list and to download and compare the full hash value of URLs
that are encountered in the local list.
Potentially dangerous advanced HTML5 APIs:
 The Web Audio API (HTML5 Audio 2007) lets web users control audio on the Web,
allowing developers to choose audio sources, add effects to audio, create audio
visualizations, apply spatial effects (such as panning) and more. When giving various
information on available AudioNodes, the Web Audio API potentially exposes
information on characteristic features of the client (such as audio hardware samplerate) to any page that makes use of the AudioNode interface. Additionally, timing
information can be collected through the AnalyserNode or ScriptProcessorNode
interface. The information could subsequently be used to create a fingerprint of the
client.
 WebRTC (WebRTC 2011) is a free, open project that provides browsers and mobile
applications with Real-Time Communications (RTC) capabilities via simple APIs. The
WebRTC APIs are designed to allow JavaScript applications to create real-time
connections with Audio, Video, and/or Data channels directly between users via their
browsers, or to servers supporting the WebRTC protocols.
 Geolocation is used to retrieve the geographic location of a hosting device. In almost
all cases, this information also discloses the location of the user of the device,
thereby potentially compromising the user's privacy. A conforming implementation
of this specification must provide a mechanism that protects the user's privacy and
this mechanism should ensure that no location information is made available
through this API without the user's express permission.
 Web storage (Web storage 2011) and DOM storage (Document Object Model
storage) are web application software methods and protocols used for storing data
in a web browser. Web storage supports persistent data storage, similar to cookies
but with a greatly enhanced capacity and no information stored in the HTTP request
header. A third-party advertiser (or any entity capable of getting content distributed
to multiple sites) could use a unique identifier stored in its local storage area to track
a user across multiple sessions, building a profile of the user's interests to allow for
highly targeted advertising.
Privacy policy compliance. It could be checked if a given website complies with known
privacy policies like eTrust or PrivacyTrust. In general, the website owner may ask one of the
named companies for a financial fee to check whether his/her homepage complies with the
policy. If it is the case, the website owner may place a seal/badge on the website. However,
the security and privacy community sees the user benefit of those "certifications" (badges)
very critical. In multiple cases, the badge-giving company just does some basic website
checks regarding the security, or asks the website owner to state personal data and cookie
usage on the website and happily offers the trust badge for a financial fee. P3P seems to be
an exception of this. P3P is an approach of the W3C Policy Languages Interest Group that
tries to standardize the announcement of the website's privacy practices in human- and
machine-readable form in a special file on the domain. This file can be interpreted by a user's
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browser or browser add-on to interpret the privacy practice and give a recommendation to
the user. However, these announced privacy statements are not validated in any way.

2.1.4.3 Potentially insecure technologies
The Portable Document Format (PDF) is a file format used to present documents in a
manner independent of application software, hardware, and operating systems. Most
modern web browsers can preview PDF files without the need to open an external
application. PDF documents may contain malicious code which may execute other
applications without the knowledge of the end user. This type of exploit has been widely
used in recent years. In total there are about 500 recognized vulnerabilities. (CVE details
2016)
Flash is a multimedia platform developed by Adobe that is commonly used for videos,
animations, games and more. Flash has had several security vulnerabilities. The most
common include executable code, denial-of-service, overflow and Cross-Site Scripting. Over
700 vulnerabilities have been discovered since 2005. These issues have resulted in many
security experts advising against installing Flash or suggesting that internet users employ
tools to block Flash. (CVE details 2016)
Microsoft Silverlight is an application framework for writing and running rich Internet
applications, similar to Adobe Flash. While early versions of Silverlight focused on streaming
media, current versions support multimedia, graphics, and animation and give developers
support for CLI languages and development tools. As with the adobe flash, several security
vulnerabilities are present on Silverlight too. These include denial of service, executable
code, memory corruption and more. (CVE details 2016)
ActiveX is a deprecated software framework created by Microsoft that adapts its earlier
Component Object Model (COM) and Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) technologies for
content downloaded from a network, particularly in the context of the World Wide Web.
ActiveX controls are essentially pieces of software and have access to the entire computer if
a user opts to install and run them. While using Internet Explorer, websites can prompt the
user to install ActiveX controls — and this feature can be used for malicious purposes. (CVE
details 2016)
Java is a programming language and computing platform first released by Sun Microsystems
in 1995. The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a software package that contains what is
required to run a Java program. It includes a Java Virtual Machine (VM) implementation
together with an implementation of the Java Class Library. There are several security
vulnerabilities on the Java runtime environment. Over 400 recognized vulnerabilities have
been discovered in the last 5 years. These include code execution, denial-of-service, memory
corruption and more. (CVE details 2016)

2.2 Available Solutions
The high number of privacy and security related add-ons as shown in Figure 2.1 indicates that the
threats against user’s privacy are a crucial problem which needs to be addressed. Google Chrome is
absent from this figure because it does not provide a separate category for the security and privacy
add-ons.
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Figure 2.1: Number of privacy and security related add-ons

Some of the most popular add-ons for web browsers which either identify or block a variety of
possible privacy threats are the following:
Adblock Plus: It allows users to prevent page elements, such as advertisements, from being
downloaded and displayed. Adblock Plus can block tracking, malware domains, banners, popups and video ads. Unobtrusive ads are not being blocked in order to support websites.
Adblock Plus also allows users to customize their filters with the assistance of a variety of
useful features, including a context option for images, a block tab for Flash and Java objects,
and a list of blockable items to remove scripts and stylesheets. However, this add-on
operates using blacklists leading to the disadvantages described in the sections below.
NoScript Security Suite: It allows active content to run only from sites that users trust, and
protect themselves against cross-site scripting attacks (XSS), cross-zone DNS rebinding / CSRF
attacks (router hacking), and Clickjacking attempts, thanks to its unique ClearClick
technology. More specifically, it allows JavaScript, Java and other executable content to run
only from trusted domains of their choice. This is a very effective measure against attacks
related with JavaScript but it can make most webpages unusable since they rely heavily on
JavaScript in order to provide their content to the user.
Ghostery: It gives to users the ability to control their personal data that are shared with the
trackers on the sites they visit. More specifically, it allows users to block scripts, images,
objects and framed documents from companies that they do not trust. It detects trackers,
web bugs, pixels and beacons placed on web pages. Also, it removes page clutter so users
can focus on the content they want.
Web of Trust, WOT: Website Reputation Ratings: It is a website reputation and rating service
that informs users about the trust level of a site. This is achieved by showing an intuitive
traffic light-style icon next to search results and URLs so the users may decide if they will visit
the site or not. The icon shows the site's rating: green indicates a trustworthy site, yellow
informs the user to be cautious, and red indicates potential danger. Moreover, it protects
users by showing a warning when they visit a site that has poor reputation based on user’s
ratings. Although WOT is based on crowdsourcing techniques it does not offer an automatic
analysis of the threats.
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Disconnect: Disconnect Mobile (also known as Disconnect.me) is an open source Android,
iPhone application and browser add-on designed to stop non-consensual third party trackers
on those platforms and providing private web search and private web browsing solutions.
Disconnect is an open source add-on and is going to be used as the basis of the Privacy Flag
platform.
Privacy Badger: Stops advertisers and other third-party trackers from secretly tracking users
without their permission. More specifically, it blocks spying ads and invisible trackers. Privacy
Badger automatically blocks such advertisers from loading content on the user’s browser.
Click&Clean: Can protect user privacy by cleaning up all traces of their internet activity by
erasing temporary files, cookies, emptying cache, removing Flash Cookies (LSOs) and more. It
does not offer a real time analysis of the threats.
DataBait: USEMP develops tools needed for improved control of the content and
information that they share online and that can be observed or that can be inferred by
accessing their Online Social Network (OSN) accounts.

2.3 Network Anonymity
Browsing the web in a regular setup, without any further effort, enables a lot of different routers and
middle boxes on the route to acquire the IP addresses of the communicating parties. Besides of
protecting the client's sensitive data, Privacy Flag should take care of ensuring network anonymity of
its users. In order to do so, the following subchapters will enumerate current network anonymization
systems that enable the user to hide his/her IP address from the other communicating end.

2.3.1 Overview of Privacy Enhancing Technologies
This subchapter provides an overview of communication anonymizers that aim at hiding the user's IP
address from other parties. Besides of single proxy servers like open web proxies or VPNs (virtual
private networks), there are three more sophisticated privacy enhancing technologies (PETs): JonDo
(commercial, former JAP - Java Anon Proxy), I2P and Tor. These PETs try to solve anonymity problems
that a single proxy cannot solve: i.e., protection against a malicious proxy or VPN provider. In a
single-proxy setup, the proxy provider is always able to see the actions a user performs online. To
protect the user's anonymity in such a case, the more sophisticated PETs make use of multiple proxy
servers in a row and clever routing and encryption strategies to not de-anonymize the user, even if
one of these proxy servers in the chain gets compromised or acts malicious.
JonDo was originally developed by Technische Universität Dresden and uses mixing cascades to hide
its users’ IP addresses. A mixing cascade is a sequence of single mixes. A single mix is used as a proxy
for its users. If these mixes are chained together, a single mix provider is not able to link a user to
his/her online activities. Unfortunately, the university project became a start-up that operates under
a subscription-based business model (called JonDo now). There still exists a free version of JAP;
however, the bandwidth of this version is not sufficient to provide a usable system with regards to
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements.
I2P is developed and maintained by a rather small community and focuses on network-internal
services (comparable with Tor's onion services, former hidden services). This focus on networkinternal hosting services leads to a better performance when it comes to browsing hidden hosted
services. On the other hand, I2P is not designed as an anonymity system for browsing the regular
web. At the moment, the I2P community offers just two out-proxies that are able to route
connections to the internet. Despite of being an interested approach, I2P’s focus on internal services
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instead of out-proxies to the Internet makes it unattractive as privacy enhancing system in the
context of Privacy Flag.
Tor is the most sophisticated and most matured anonymity system that exists at the moment. Tor is
based on the principle of onion routing that utilizes a path through multiple proxy servers. Each
packet is encrypted multiple times in a layered fashion to ensure that each proxy server in the chain
is not able to get more information than it needs to forward the cell to the next proxy server. Onion
routing was developed in the 1990s by the United States Naval Research Laboratory to protect U.S.
intelligence communication. It was further developed by DARPA in 1997. In 2002, TOR (The Onion
Router) was born. A rework called "Tor: The Second-Generation Onion Router" was presented in
2004. Finally in 2006, the Tor Project was founded as a non-profit organization to maintain Tor and
coordinate and carry out anonymity and privacy research. Tor is the most promising approach for
providing anonymity at the transport layer.

2.3.2 Tor
The Tor network is an overlay network that relies on the internet. Volunteers run or sponsor the (at
the moment) around 7000 nodes that make the overlay network. These nodes are used by a Tor
client to build a virtual circuit through three nodes of this network. The client's connections are
bounced through these three hops and finally the last node in the circuit (called as exit node) makes
a connection to the communication endpoint in the internet. The length of the circuit is chosen as a
trade-off between intractability and performance. The first node knows the IP address of the client,
the third node knows the address of the server and the middle node is in place to separate these two
nodes that have information about the communicating parties.

2.3.3 Tor Modifications
The modifications to Tor will ensure that only relay nodes that are located inside of the European
Union (EU) are used. To achieve this, the set of possible relay nodes (~7000) will be reduced to those
that are living inside of the European Union.

2.3.4 Specification of Interface
When executed, the modified Tor client will take care of the modified circuit creation and offers a
SOCKS5 proxy running on port 9050 (default port, changeable). This SOCKS5 proxy running on
localhost is able to bounce any given TCP connection transparently through the Tor network. Other
applications running on the system may potentially de-anonymize the whole connection by sending
non-anonymized clear text data with personal information. A spying exit node may be able to
identify different connections from the same client, what would even de-anonymize Privacy Flag
data. To prevent other applications from this kind of behavior, the modified Tor client can (and
should) protect its SOCKS interface with an authentication method.

2.4 Current Limitations
Despite the plethora of options on privacy and security related browser add-ons, the majority of
current solutions offer a centralized approach, i.e. they use a blacklist of known threats which is
updated as new threats are discovered. In most cases, this update process is not utilizing any
crowdsourcing techniques making it slow and in some cases unreliable. However, other techniques
such as blacklists and whitelists are used. In general, the tools either allow what is on the whitelist
and prevent everything else or; they prevent what is on the blacklist, and allow everything else. A
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primary advantage of blacklisting is that it is simple to recognize a few threats, stop them, and allow
everything else. Whitelisting is fundamentally the better security solution. If something is not on the
whitelist, it gets stopped. The default position for whitelisting is secure. On the other hand, with
blacklisting, if something is not on the list it gets allowed. The default position for blacklisting is
insecure. The administrative effort required in maintaining the blacklist is minimal if compared to the
whitelist. The difference increases as the size of the whitelist increases. However, the efficiency of
blacklisting decreases as its size increases. Thus, whitelisting is more efficient with a small whitelist,
while blacklisting is more efficient with a small blacklist.

2.4.1 The wisdom of the crowd
Crowdsourcing provides several benefits over the above traditional approaches. Collecting a few bits
of information from the platform’s users rather than a large amount of data from a limited number
of systems, makes the platform more reliable. As the users increase, so does the accuracy of the
platform's output. James Surowiecki’s seminal work “The Wisdom of Crowds” (Surowiecki 2005)
demonstrates that crowds can provide equally accurate intelligence comparable to the best experts.
For example, the author showed that 800 people estimated the weight of a slaughtered and dressed
ox, with 1% accuracy of the true weight.
Individuals cannot always be trusted because the data that they provide may not be honest since
they might serve personal interests. However, if the data set is large enough, several techniques can
be used to ensure the elimination of such outliers. Some of the techniques mentioned above are the
following:
Chauvenet's criterion (named for William Chauvenet) is a means of assessing whether one
piece of experimental data (outlier) from a set of observations, is likely to be spurious.
Peirce's criterion is a rule for eliminating outliers from data sets, which was devised by
Benjamin Peirce. Peirce's criterion is derived from a statistical analysis of the Gaussian
distribution. Unlike some other criteria for removing outliers, Peirce's method can be applied
to identify two or more outliers.
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3. Privacy Flag Web Browser Add-on
The Privacy Flag web browser add-on is a tool that allows users to get information about potential
privacy risks when browsing throughout the Internet. The add-on informs users whether a web site is
considered safe or not based on the analysis conducted by the Privacy Flag back-end system; an
analysis which includes both input gathered by technical enables and by exploiting the power of
crowdsourcing data from end users incorporating the UPRAAM methodology. The Privacy Flag web
browser add-on is one of the main points of interaction between end-users and the Privacy Flag
project.
The following chapter presents in brief the architecture and the functionality scenarios for the
browser add-on (as defined in WP1) as well as the two levels of evaluation, the automated
evaluation (originated by WP4) and the integration of UPRAAM (defined in WP2 and specified in
WP3). Finally, the development progress of the first year of the project is presented.

3.1 Main Architecture Description

Figure 3.1: The Privacy Flag Web Browser Add-on Architecture
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Figure 3.1 presents the architecture of the browser web add-on as this has been defined in WP1 and
more specifically, in D1.2 “Privacy Flag Initial Architecture Design” (DNET 2016). The defined
architecture shows where the web browser add-on is positioned against the whole Privacy Flag
architecture and what the main interaction is with the rest of the components.
Summarizing the work presented in D1.2, the browser add-on communicates with the Privacy Flag
back-end through a web service to exchange information as for example the site a user is visiting or
the evaluation he or she is providing. The back-end tackles the evaluation of the web site (through
both the UPRAAM assessment and the automatic assessment) and feeds back the web browser with
the information on the risks involved with a specific website. The whole communication with the
back-end needs to take into account the anonymization of the user which is handled by the work
presented in chapter 7.

3.2 Browser Add-on Functionality
Main functionality of the Privacy Flag Web Browser add-on is to enable users to be informed on the
level of privacy risk when accessing a website through a browser while in parallel allow users to
provide their own assessment for the specific website.
To present the browser add-on functionality in a more descriptive way, in D1.1 (IIP 2015) we have
used the personas and scenarios approach, which to ease the reader is also available below.
Moreover, the functionality in terms of workflow and the integration of the different evaluation
methods (UPRAAM, automated enablers) are also presented below.

3.2.1 Persona & Scenario
Meet Michael, a 30-year-old person who likes to spend time browsing the Internet to get informed
on financial and sport news. Michael is usually checking a lot of different sites to get his information
but is really concerned on the data some of the sites are asking for, since many of them ask him to
login with his social media account in order for him to be able to read the articles or ask for his e-mail
to send him updates. Michael also is suspicious of many web sites with advertisements that seem to
be very personalized (advertisements based on his interests and favourite teams) in sites that his has
shared very limited information with.
Michael would like to see if there is any way to be informed on suspicious websites.
Michael learns of the Privacy Flag browser add-on as a way to be informed on and assess the level of
his privacy risk when visiting a website. Michael installs the add-on (a new icon is now displayed in
his browser) and starts browsing his favourite sites. On the first site, a high visible news site, he sees
the icon being green and clicks to check it. From the drop-down menu he sees that many users have
assessed this site as safe. While the site does not ask for any type of data, Michael checks the
secondary menu where he gets a visualisation of the data collected from the site (i.e. trackers,
collecting the digital trail of the user). As he checks it out, he sees that the site does not gather a lot
of information from him while there are only a few of 3rd party online tracking and analytics services,
that monitor and collect his digital trail, mainly from very known sources.
On the contrary, when Michael visits another favourite page (for which he was already suspicious of),
from the browser add-on a notification is shown. In this case, users have assessed this site as not
safe. Again, when checking the secondary menu, he sees that this specific page has a lot of third
party trackers enabled. As he checks them out, he realizes that these come mainly from
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advertisement sites. From the menu he has the option to disable them and make his browsing in the
site more secure.
When Michael visits a local news web page, the browser plugin informs him that there are no
available assessments for this web page. By clicking a follow up button, Michael is asked to provide
his own assessment of the page. Michael is redirected in a simplified questionnaire where he is asked
to answer questions as, for example, “has the site informed you for any saved cookies”, “has the site
asked you to share social media information”, etc. After completing the questionnaire, Michael gets
the estimation for the site. His assessment is now available to all other users of Privacy Flag.
From the browser add on, Michael is redirected to the Privacy Flag website. Once he logins to the
site, he can view all the sites he has provided feedback for and the assessment for each one of the
sites. From the available pages, Michael can review the sites he has visited and the trackers that each
one is having and from the visualisations available he becomes even more aware of data privacy. All
these information is also visualized in a monetization graph, visualising the importance of the data
shared.

3.2.2 Functionality Workflow
Following the above high level description, the workflow for the functionality of the web browser can
be summarized as follows:
Step 1: The browser add-on analyses the web site that the user is currently on. The browser add-on
uses the Threat List Matrix and calculates a Local Threat Level Score for each Threat Factor of the
Threat List Matrix as depicted in tables Table 2.1, Table 2.2 and Table 2.3.
Step 2: Browser add-on submits in JSON format the Threat Level Score of all Threat Factors to the
Distributed Agent and the database
Step 3: (independent - optional): Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool experts evaluate manually the web
site and submit their evaluation to the database the Local Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool Score
Step 4: (independent - out of order): The database performs various calculations based on Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning algorithms. Database also employs advanced statistical and
epidemiological models to detect outliers (websites with vastly different Threat Level Scores) which
indicate possible data leakage. The outputs of the database are the Mean Threat Level Score and the
Mean Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool Evaluation Score.
Step 5: The Distributed Agent queries the database for Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool evaluations of
the specific site (if existent) the Mean Threat Level Score and the Mean Crowdsourcing Evaluation
Tool Score.
Step 6: DA decides based on
The browser add-on Local Threat Level Score
The Local Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool Score
Mean Threat Level Score
Mean Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool Score.
The final result of the analysis on the website is presented to the user using color-coded threat level
based on how website is categorized, i.e. green color if website is safe or red if there is possible data
leakage exposure.
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3.2.3 Privacy Enablers Integration
According to the analysis provided, Privacy Flag enables to be integrated are towards anonymity
(T4.1) and threat analysis (T4.2).
The first direction is related with the communication of the browser add-on with the Privacy Flag
back-end, as presented in section 7. When a user submits his or her data, the system should not be
able to identify the specific user and protect his anonymity. The browser add-on will use the
provided APIs for the communication with the back-end, respecting end-users’ privacy.
On the other hand, the browser add-on integrates a set of automated analysis that is passed to the
Privacy Early Warning System in order to get an evaluation of a specific site. This type of analysis is
related with the TOP 25 threats that were presented earlier in this document. For the successful
integration of the threat analysis a number of tests are to take place either in the add-on (e.g. 3rd
party cookies) or by a back-end scraping mechanism (e.g. PDF, Flash, etc.).

3.2.4 UPRAAM Integration
One of the key elements of the Privacy Flag project is the users own evaluation through the UPRAAM
evaluation. As defined in WP2, UPRAAM includes a set of questions to be made to end-users in order
to capture their understanding of privacy. UPRAAM includes a scoring framework in order to create
an evaluation metric for the privacy evaluation.
For the Privacy Flag browser add-on UPRAAM will be adjusted to be able to make the necessary
questions to capture evaluation related to web-sites. For the UPRAAM integration close collaboration
with T2.3 and T3.2 is required.

3.3 Year 1 Development Overview
During the first year of the project a decision was made to focus on the development of a first
version of the browser add-on even though crucial parts for the add-on are not yet available (e.g.
UPRAAM, database, etc.).
The browser add-on is created by using JavaScript API calls which, having in mind cross-browser
compatibility, are common in Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome. The add-on development process
follows the rules of web development with an extra limitation; a file named “manifest.json” which
holds all the information about the plugin and the resources it can use. Being able to interact with all
websites that the user visits the add-on has to comply with restrictions related to the network usage,
local storage and window/tabs interactions.
All browser add-on resources are placed in the following tree structure:
├── css
│
├── bootstrap.min.css
│
├── bootstrap-theme.css
│
├── font-awesome.css
│
└── style.css
├── fonts
│
├── FontAwesome.otf
│
├── fontawesome-webfont.eot
│
├── fontawesome-webfont.svg
│
├── fontawesome-webfont.ttf
│
├── fontawesome-webfont.woff
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├── fontawesome-webfont.woff2
│
│
├── glyphicons-halflings-regular.eot
│
├── glyphicons-halflings-regular.svg
├── glyphicons-halflings-regular.ttf
│
│
└── glyphicons-halflings-regular.woff
├── icons
│
├── LICENSE
│
├── plugin-icon.png
│
└── velti-logo-mini.png
├── images
├── js
├── app.js
│
│
├── bootstrap.js
│
├── clientScripts
│
│
└── client-main.js
├── exporting.js
│
│
├── highcharts.js
│
├── jquery-1.12.1.min.js
│
└── jquery.bootpag.min.js
├── manifest.json
├── moz-extention.xpi
├── popup
│
└── privacy-flag.html
└── README.md

For the visual representation of the add-on a number of third party libraries are being used. This
includes UI elements like bootstrap and font awesome and the thoroughly tested jQuery JavaScript
library. Moreover, High Charts visualization library (Highcharts 2016) was also used in order to
describe results in a comprehensive and user friendly way.
The browser add-on functionality includes a starting point of executing the file “privacy-flag.html”
where the UI elements are placed. As soon as the “app.js” file is executed all the dynamic services of
the plugin are ready. These services implement a number of features:
Communicate with a backend service using AJAX calls to fetch the system and the users
scoring
Implement forms where user input will be sent to the backend server
Visualize results
A key feature of the browser add-on is the communication with the current tab that user visits. It has
to be able to identify which tab is used and to get information that the browser stores for this
specific tab. This information can be cookies and local storage items. Also, the network calls (mostly
asynchronous) that a website is executing has to be filtered in order to get information about the
third party websites that collect user information.
The above actions are implemented partially from the JavaScript API that our add-on uses, but also
from the file “client-main.js” that is loaded for execution in the browser at the tab the user is using.
The following figures present screenshots of the current version of the add-on, which includes a first
implementation with limited visualization effects, API calls that use a local storage and not the
Privacy Flag back-end (not yet deployed) and forms that have been created to include UPRAAM
questionnaire (once a first version is delivered).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.2: The Privacy Browser Add-On version 1: initial screen (a), UPRAAM evaluation forms (b,c), and
possible available statistics (d)
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4. Privacy Flag Smartphone Application
The Privacy Flag smartphone application allows users to get information on potential privacy risks
from installed applications in their Android-powered mobile phones and tablets. The application
informs users whether installed software is considered safe or not safe, based on the analysis
conducted by the Privacy Flag back-end system, an analysis which includes both input gathered by
technical enables and by exploiting the power of crowdsourcing data from end users incorporating
the UPRAAM methodology. Combined with the Privacy Flag web browser add-on, the smartphone
application is one of the main points of interaction between end-users and the Privacy Flag project.
The following chapter presents in brief the architecture and the functionality scenarios for the
smartphone application (as defined in WP1) as well as the two levels of evaluation, the automated
evaluation and the integration of UPRAAM. Finally, the development progress of the first year of the
project is presented.

4.1 Architecture

Figure 4.1: The Privacy Flag Smartphone Application Architecture
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Figure 4.1 presents the architecture of the smartphone application as this has been defined in WP1
and more specifically, in D1.2 “Privacy Flag Initial Architecture Design” (DNET 2016). The defined
architecture shows where the app is positioned against the whole Privacy Flag architecture and what
the main interaction is with the rest of the components.
Summarizing the work presented in D1.2, the application communicates with the Privacy Flag backend through a web service to exchange information related to the already installed applications. The
back-end tackles the evaluation of the apps (through both the UPRAAM assessment and the
automatic assessment) and feeds back the application with the information on the risks involved
with a specific application. The whole communication with the back-end needs to take into account
the anonymization of the user which is handled by the work presented in chapter 7.

4.2 Mobile Application Functionality
4.2.1 Persona & Scenario
Anna is a teenager that uses her Android phone to constantly check her social media, play games,
surf throughout the web and connect with her friends. Anna likes to install new applications all the
time, to check them out and usually leaves them installed in her phone even if in the end she does
not use them a lot. Many of the applications she installs require her to create an account, login with
her social media account and share information about her. Over the time, Anna starts being worried
on the data she is sharing in the numerous applications.
Anna is informed of the Privacy Flag smartphone application and she tries it in her phone. After
installation, the application checks all the applications installed in her phone and compares it with
the list of already assessed applications that are available in Privacy Flag database. From the list of
the listed applications some are marked with green if they are considered safe, red if the opposite
and grey if there is no input. When selecting one application, Anna can see more information about it
as, for example, the number of evaluators, potential notes and information about the handling of
data, data monetization as considered for this app, etc. From this point, Anna can also provide her
own assessment for the application, provided she has logged in as a Privacy Flag user. From her
profile dashboard, she can visualize all the information she has provided to Privacy Flag.
Apart from the assessment for the app coming from the Privacy Flag databases, the application also
runs a number of routine checks in the background, following app behaviour in order to see major
changes that the user needs to be notified about.
Whenever a change is triggered, either from the evaluation of the users or by the system itself, the
user is notified through the smartphone notification system.
Anna now has information about most applications in her phone and based on that she decides to
withdraw her data and delete some of the apps. Whenever a new application is asking for data, she
firstly checks the Privacy Flag app to see the assessment of the app. Also she feels quite engaged and
happy that she can now provide her own assessment on some apps.

4.2.2 Functionality Workflow
Privacy risk monitoring enables the user to be informed on (or request an assessment or assess
himself/herself) the level of risk for his/her privacy when using applications thanks to a Privacy Flag
smart phone application. The methodology of the application evaluation is as follows:
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Step 1: The smartphone application analyzes the user’s installed applications (and checks for new or
updated ones if this isn’t the first time the user uses the PF application). It then calculates a local
Threat Level Score for each installed application.
Step 2: The smartphone application submits in JSON format the calculated score for all applications
to the Distributed agent and the Privacy Flag database.
Step 3 (independent-optional): The smartphone evaluations contributors manually evaluate
applications and submit their evaluation to the database. This is called the Crowdsourcing Evaluation
Tool score.
Step 4 (independent - out of order): The Privacy Flag database performs various calculations based
on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning algorithms. It also employs advanced statistical and
epidemiological models to detect outliers (applications with vastly different Threat Level Scores)
which indicate possible data leakage. The outputs of the database calculations are the Mean Threat
Level Score and the Mean Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool Score.
Step 5: The distributed agent queries the database for Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool scores for the
installed applications (if existent), the Mean Threat Level Score and the Mean Crowdsourcing
Evaluation Tool Score.
Step 6: The distributed agent decides based on:
The smartphone application’s Local Threat Level Score
The Local Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool Score
Mean Threat Level Score
Mean CET Crowdsourcing Evaluation Tool Score.
The final result of the analysis on the user’s applications is presented to the user using color-coded
threat level based on how each application is categorized, i.e. green color if the application is safe or
red if there is possible data leakage exposure.

4.2.3 Privacy Enablers Integration
Similarly to the browser add-on, the Privacy flag mobile application integrates privacy enablers
related to anonymity (T4.1) and threat analysis (T4.2).
The first direction is related with the communication of the smartphone application with the Privacy
Flag back-end, as presented in chapter 7. When a user submits his or her data, the system should not
be able to identify the specific user and protect his anonymity. The smartphone application will use
the provided APIs for the communication with the back-end, respecting end-users’ privacy.
In regards to the automated analysis, this has to do with specific elements the application can read
from the Android system and then pass to the back-end in order to have an evaluation for the
installed applications. This part of the evaluation is quite tricky since it is also related with the
operating system permissions. As will be presented later in detail, during the first year of the project
a decision was made that this part of the analysis will include the permissions that the user has
granted to each application.

4.2.4 UPRAAM Integration
One of the key elements of the Privacy Flag project is the users own evaluation through the UPRAAM
evaluation. As defined in WP2, UPRAAM includes a set of questions to be made to end-users in order
to capture their understanding of privacy. UPRAAM includes a scoring framework in order to create
an evaluation metric for the privacy evaluation.
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For the Privacy Flag mobile application UPRAAM will be adjusted to be able to make the necessary
questions to capture evaluation related to applications. For the UPRAAM integration close
collaboration with T2.3 and T3.2 is required.

4.3 Year 1 Development Overview
The first year of the development for the Privacy Flag mobile application included an extended
analysis of options for the actual implementation. A major issue that had to be analyzed and resolved
before starting any actual development is related with the operating system and the options
available for development taking into account the business perspective of the Privacy Flag project,
i.e. how to attract users and the future sustainability and exploitation of the projects’ outcomes.
Even from the beginning of the project preparation, Google’s Android operating system had been
foreseen for the implementation of the Privacy Flag smartphone application as the system with the
most open scheme for integration of such operations. In parallel with the Privacy Flag project launch,
Google released the next version of the Android OS (Android 6.0 - Marshmallow) introducing a
number of changes, including security enhancements as app permissions.

4.3.1 Android M – App Permissions
With Android M, app permissions were introduced to the mobile operating system which in terms
means that users are being asked to grant individual app permissions. The first time an app wants to
access resources or data of the mobile, a specific request is asked from the user to grant this access.
While the permissions functionality was always available in Android through the use of third-party
apps, with Android M this is now part of the system itself.
Central point of the security of the Android system is that “no application, by default, has permission
to perform any operations that would adversely impact other applications, the operating system, or
the user” (Google 2016). This is implemented through the system’s application sandboxing i.e.
separating running programs and allowing very specific use of resources.
While basic permissions (“normal” as classified by Android), as for example Internet access or alarm
clock, are being granted by default, for the majority of the resources or data specific permissions
have to be granted. The following list presents in summary the Android permissions groups available:
Body Sensors
Calendar
Camera
Contacts
Location
Microphone
Phone
SMS
Storage
With the introduction of the system-level permission controls, users have now the ability to accept or
revoke individual permission requests. With the power given to the user, they have the ability to
completely control what the apps have access to.
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4.3.2 Implications for the Privacy Flag Application
While Android M introduces all these security measures, which in terms help spread the
understanding of personal data and privacy, still this created a major rethinking of what and how can
be achieved by the Privacy Flag mobile application. With sandboxing enabled, this meant that the
Privacy Flag application would not be able to interact with other applications while the amount of
data that such application could access are quite limited.
For the implementation of the Privacy Flag application a number of solutions were sought and the
following where propose to the consortium:
Privacy Flag App with limited automated analysis: taking into account the Android 6.0
limitations and abilities to limit the automated analysis of the app to the list of installed
applications and the list of permissions given for each application. While this limits the
analysis more effort would be given to the crowd sourced evaluation, which is the main
underlying strength of the project.
Privacy Flag App not supporting Android 6.0: Android 6.0 Marshmallow was initially
released in the 5th of October 2015 and it is not yet fully supported by all existing mobile
phones while many applications are not updated to support the new security features. In the
time that this deliverable is written (April 2016) the adaption rate of Android 6.0 is around
7.5% with almost 50% of Android mobile devices having KitKat (4.4, released in 2013) or
Lollipop (5.0 and 5.1, released in 2014) (Google 2016). With this in mind, a possible solution
would be for the Privacy Flag mobile application to be created only for the legacy versions of
the Android system where more development possibilities are available, which in terms
would mean that over the next years the application would not be useful, especially after the
end of the project.
Privacy Flag Android version: one of the benefits of the Android operating system is that it is
openly available. A customised version of the operating system would be created where
additional functionalities could be integrated. Apart from the obvious additional effort this
would require, the customised version for the OS could be only demonstrated to one or two
devices, not being able to reach a vast crowd.
Privacy Flag App for routed Android: one other option quite known to Android developers is
routing the device, i.e. allowing privileged control to the mobile operating system. Device
routing has a lot of legal issues involved since from one side the intellectual property
organisations press for sanctions against such actions and free software foundations
opposing that. Moreover, this solution would mean that the application would not be
available in Google Play, limiting the app visibility
Privacy Flag SDK or Wrapper: last but not least is the creation of a specific Software
Development Kit (SDK) or Wrappers that would track applications. An SDK is a software
package that can be integrated in applications in order to offer additional functionalities (e.g.
count the number the app is using the camera). From the other hand a Wrapper is a function
with main purpose to call secondary functions. In this case the developers would use the
Privacy Flag API instead of the Android API. In both cases the success of the Privacy Flag
Application would be directly affected by the adaption of the SDK or Wrapper. For both
cases, developers would need to adapt their applications to user the Privacy Flag SDK or
Wrappers, creating a version of privacy flag enabled applications.
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Figure 4.2: Android operating system distribution as reported by Google (Google 2016) (April 4th data)

Following the above analysis, a decision needed to be made on the functionality of the Privacy Flag
application. Due to the severity of the task in hand, all options were presented to the project general
assembly in the meeting in Brussels (January 2016). The end decision was made based on the
following arguments:
Availability for the crowd: the application needs to be available and visible for the maximum
possible people, hence the application needs to be available in Google Play as the main
mobile app marketplace
Multiple devices: the application needs to support most (if not all) available devices
Ease of installation: the application needs to be easily installed by users
Future exploitation and productization: we need to take into account the future of the
project and the project’s outcomes, including creating a working product
Effort and project duration: specific effort and duration of the task is foreseen for the
implementation of the application
Minimization of external risks: the implantation should be based on desired effort from 3rd
parties since this an additional risk for the success of the project.
Adaptation to technological and legal trends: during this period a lot changes are coming
into effect in both legal and technological terms. Privacy Flag (as a whole) should be able to
adapt in the newly created environment.
Based on all the above the unanimous decision of the project was to move towards the first solution
with a limited automated evaluation of risks and move the focus of the app to UPRAAM. In addition,
the future adaptation of the app to both smartphones and other mobile devices will be examined.

4.3.3 First Iteration Demo of the App
At the end of the first year of the project, the first iteration of the application was developed. The
first version included an experimentation phase were the actual work above was put into practice.
The first version of the application is a very simplistic one, with limited UI/UX elements put in place.
Once loaded the application reads the list of installed application in the phone. Since the list provided
by the Android API contains a number of system pre-installed apps, these are then removed from the
list, as shown in the code bellow.
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final PackageManager pm = this.getPackageManager();
List<ApplicationInfo> apps = pm.getInstalledApplications(PackageManager.GET_META_DATA);
final List<ApplicationInfo> installedApps = new ArrayList<ApplicationInfo>();
for(ApplicationInfo app : apps) {
//checks for flags; if flagged, check if updated system app
if((app.flags & ApplicationInfo.FLAG_UPDATED_SYSTEM_APP) == 1) {
installedApps.add(app);
//it's a system app, not interested
} else if ((app.flags & ApplicationInfo.FLAG_SYSTEM) == 1) {
//Discard this one
//in this case, it should be a user-installed app
} else {
installedApps.add(app);
}
}

Moreover, when the user selects a specific application, the list of permissions is given both as
detailed permission list and as permissions groups. For the current moment, the list of permission
shown to the user is using the code naming of the Android API while in the future a more attractive
way will created.
for (ApplicationInfo applicationInfo : installedApps) {
temp = applicationInfo;
try {
PackageInfo packageInfo = pm.getPackageInfo(applicationInfo.packageName,
PackageManager.GET_PERMISSIONS);
String[] requestedPermissions = packageInfo.requestedPermissions;
if(requestedPermissions != null) {
for (int i = 0; i < requestedPermissions.length; i++) {
System.out.println(requestedPermissions[i]);
System.out.println(pm.getPackageInfo(applicationInfo.packageName,
PackageManager.GET_PERMISSIONS));
}
hmap.put(pm.getApplicationLabel(applicationInfo).toString(),
requestedPermissions);
numOfperms.put(pm.getApplicationLabel(applicationInfo).toString(),
requestedPermissions.length);
}else{
numOfperms.put(pm.getApplicationLabel(applicationInfo).toString(), 0);
}
} catch (PackageManager.NameNotFoundException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
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public String getPermissionGroup(String permissions){
String result ="";
final PackageManager pm = myActivity.getPackageManager();
if (pm == null)
return result;
List<PermissionGroupInfo> groupInfoList = pm.getAllPermissionGroups(0);
if (groupInfoList == null)
return result;
for (PermissionGroupInfo groupInfo : groupInfoList) {
String groupName = groupInfo.name;
if (groupName != null) {
if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT >= 17) {
if (groupInfo.flags != 0) {
groupName += " (personal)";
}
}
}
ArrayList<String> permissionNameList = getPermissionsForGroup(groupName);
if (permissionNameList.size() > 0) {
for (String permission : permissionNameList) {
if (permission.equals(permissions)){
result=groupName;
return result;
}
}
}
}
return result;
}

The following figure presents screenshots from the first simplistic demo of the application.
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Figure 4.3: First version of the Privacy Flag application
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5. Distributed Agents – The Privacy Flag
Automatic Analysis Tool (PFAAT)
An advanced Evaluation Component will provide the Early Warning Services according to the
description of T4.2. The Privacy Flag Early Warning System (PFEWS) utilizes multiple sources of input
to offer timely and valid information on possible privacy threats. The Privacy Flag Early Warning
System is based on a sophisticated Evaluation Component which combines different clusters of data
to estimate the privacy standing of a web site or a smartphone application. In particular, the Early
Warning System analyzes:
The outcome of the UPRAAM questionnaire, which represents the human intelligence feed
of the system.
The results of automated checks performed by the Privacy Flag Web Browser Add-On. At the
time that the user browses the web, the Privacy Flag Web Browser Add-On will probe each
web site for the Top privacy threats and extract a privacy score. The tests are clustered in
three different categories:
 Confidentiality of Communications: The use of encrypted transmission for personal
data is considered an essential requirement to preserve privacy. Obsolete ciphers,
untrusted certificates (self-signed), unencrypted exchange of information, etc., are
penalized under the Privacy Flag score system.
 Insecure technologies: The use of third party plugins with bad security record and
long history of vulnerabilities are scored negative in the PrivacyIndex, because they
can be utilized as the exploit vectors and maximize the attack surface.
 Privacy Compromising Mechanisms: Tracking users has become a quite sophisticated
process using plenty of different approaches. Advanced and accurate fingerprinting
can be achieved utilizing both recent and older technologies. The PrivacyIndex
identifies and scores negatively new standards and APIs that are actively or can be
actively utilized for fingerprinting.
The collective knowledge of Privacy Flag database. Each website / smartphone application
after has been evaluated from the Privacy Flag Web Add On / Smartphone App is compared
to various mathematical and computational patterns that are constantly extracted from the
Privacy Flag database. A significant difference between the outcome of the automatic
analysis, the results and the UPRAAM questionnaire and the extracted patterns of the
database is a strong indication of possible privacy flaws. As more web-sites / smartphone
apps are evaluated the Privacy Flag Early Warning Systems increases its accuracy and
therefore can make more intelligent estimations. Based upon the available input in the
Privacy Flag database, statistical, epidemiological and “big / medium data” approaches are
available for further utilization. The data acquisition is performed with the Privacy Flag
Distributed Agents component which is able to collect and submit to the Privacy Flag
database, the results of the automatic analysis of the Privacy Flag WebAddOn and the Privacy
Flag Smartphone App.
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The procedure described above is depicted in Figure 5.1 which shows the context view of the
distributed agents workflow as presented in D1.2 (DNET 2016).

Distributed Agents Evaluation

Users

Laptop
with
installed
browser
add-on

UPRAAT Evalution
Distributed
Agent

Automatic analysis output
General statistical patterns

Database

Figure 5.1: The Distributed Agents Context View

Table 5.1 which is presented below, shows the questionnaire that the Privacy Flag automatic analysis
tool will need to answer, in order to provide an evaluation score of a website to the user.
The second column lists the expected output value of the functions that answer each of the
corresponding questions. The output will then be stored to the database schema provided in Figure
6.1. The expected output values have the following formats:
Boolean value (True/False)
Integer value ([0…n])
String value of the submitted information (in the case of HTML forms)
Subsequently, the distributed agent performs the required calculations taking into account the
UPRAAM score, if available, and provides the final website evaluation score to the end user.
Table 5.1: Top threats table
The problem to address

Output / Value

Category

1

Does the website provide data encryption
(SSL/TLS)?

True / False

Confidentiality of
Communications

2

Does the website provide HSTS?

True / False

Confidentiality of
Communications

3

Is the encryption method (cipher suite) negotiated
between client and server considered as secure?

True / False

Confidentiality of
Communications

+encryption mechanism
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4

What information does the website/server directly
learn about a user (using forms)?

submitted information

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

5

Does the website use a trustworthy certification
chain?

True / False

Confidentiality of
Communications

6

Does the website use Certificate pinning?

True / False

Confidentiality of
Communications

7

Which communication parties is data transferred
to?

list of parties

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

8

Does the website use HTTP cookies?

[0…n]

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

9

Does the website use Third party cookies?

[0…n]

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

10

Does the site exploit users’ Web history?

True / False

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

11

Does the website use HTML5 Web SQL database?

True / False

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

12

Does the website use LSOs?

[0…n]

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

13

Does the website use Supercookies?

[0…n]

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

14

Does the website use technologies with known
security issues - PDF?

True / False

Potentially Insecure
Technologies

15

Does the website use known fingerprinting
techniques?

[0…n]

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

16

Does the website use technologies with known
security issues - Flash?

True / False

Potentially Insecure
Technologies

17

Does the website contain links to malicious sites
(Google’s Safe browsing API)?

[0…n]

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

18

Does the website use potentially dangerous
advanced HTML5 APIs: Web Audio API?

True / False

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

19

Does the website use potentially dangerous
advanced HTML5 APIs: WebRTC?

True / False

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

20

Does the website use potentially dangerous
advanced HTML5 APIs: Geolocation (GPS)?

True / False

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms

21

Does the website use technologies with known
security issues - ActiveX?

True / False

Potentially Insecure
Technologies

22

Does the website use technologies with known
security issues - Java?

True / False

Potentially Insecure
Technologies

23

Does the website use technologies with known
security issues - Silverlight?

True / False

Potentially Insecure
Technologies

24

Does the website use HTML5 Local Storage?

True / False

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms
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25

Does the website comply with any known privacy
policy eTrust, P3P, published privacy policy?

True / False

Privacy Compromising
Mechanisms
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6. Database and Server Implementation
In this section the current state of development for the database and server infrastructure for the
Privacy Flag platform is presented. The core component of the Privacy Flag platform is the main
server which is comprised of the following main components: a web server that makes available all
the necessary web services and a database where all data is stored.

6.1 System Specifications
The core Privacy Flag database and server runs on a 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS (Canonical 2016). For
security reasons the system and its applications are being kept up-to-date and periodically all the
available kernel patches are also installed.
The root user of the system uses a very strong password for high protection. The System
Administrator, on the other hand, logs on the system as a different user from root with suitable
access rights more restricted (to what is necessary for day-to-day housekeeping) than the root’s
access rights.
Finally, a backup policy has been defined and weekly data backups are taken on removable media.
The backup files are kept in a safe place, where unauthorized access and processing is strictly
prohibited.

6.1.1 Apache server setup
For this implementation a web server was set up, in order to run the Web services and web
applications of the Privacy Flag platform. The most popular choice is Apache server (McCool 1995)
with very good documentation and excellent support from the community of its users.
To install the Apache server on the Ubuntu system the following configuration commands were used:
sudo apt-get install apache2

On ubuntu, Apache keeps its main configuration files within this folder:
/etc/apache2

The default Virtual Host statements can be found in the following file:
/etc/apache2/sites-available/default

and the files of the Web applications are found in the following folder:
/var/www/
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After all the parameters are set up, the Apache service must be restarted with the following
command:
sudo /etc/init.d/apache2 restart

6.1.2 MySQL setup
The MySQL server stores all the information about the platform needs, in order to identify threats as
well as other information needed for the platform to operate. More specifically, the stored
information includes the identifying (or sensitive, if given on a voluntary basis) data of users (e.g.
their email addresses) as well as the data from the UPRAAM questionnaire and the distributed agent.
To configure the MySQL the following procedure was followed:
sudo apt-get install mysql-server

As with the Ubuntu root user, a strong password was selected for the MySQL root user as well.
After the installation process, the MySQL server must be restarted with the following command:
sudo service mysql restart

As an extra precaution for the anonymity of the users and the protection of their personal data, a
data dissociation protocol will be implemented. With data dissociation, personal data such as email
address and other identifying data are stored separately from other data like the UPRAAM
questionnaire outputs, with different access restrictions. In order to achieve this dissociation
functionality, the sensitive and anonymized data will be stored in separate tables in the MySQL
database. To enable this separation feature, the configuration file is edited:
/etc/mysql/my.cnf

and in the section that starts with:
[mysqld]

the following line is added:
innodb_file_per_table

Finally, the MySQL server is restarted:
sudo service mysql restart

After this operation, database users can be set up with different access privileges for each table. For
instance, only the administrator can have access to the table with possibly identifying information.
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6.1.3 PHP 5 setup
In order to run the Web Application in this server, PHP support was added. To enable this option, the
appropriate libraries were installed, compatible with MySQL and Apache, by running the following
commands:
sudo apt-get install php5 libapache2-mod-php5

and after this the Apache server is restarted with the following command:
sudo /etc/init.d/apache2 restart

6.1.4 Activation of SSL on Apache
For secure transmission of data over the internet, the TLS/SSL secure protocol is used. In order to use
SSL for the web applications and the mobile phone applications that are being developed as part of
the Privacy Flag platform, the module mod_ssl which provides SSL/TLS support to the HTTPD
protocol of Apache, is enabled. It is available in the HTTPD installation as a part of the apache2common package.
The following commands are used to enable SSL and restart the Apache server:
sudo a2ensite default-ssl
sudo a2enmod ssl
sudo service apache2 restart

The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol ensures the secure transactions between web servers and
browsers (or other applications). The protocol uses a third party, Certificate Authority (CA), to
identify one or both ends of the transactions. There are two reasons why SSL certificates are needed:
Encryption: Protecting the information sent from one computer to another.
Identification: Making sure the computer that a user is connected to is known and a trusted
one.
This increases the level of trust to the system that employs SSL. If a server obtains a signed certificate
from a Certificate Authority (e.g. Verisign) it can prove to any client application that it can trust the
server.
If, however, this Web server is simply for internal use (e.g. by the consortium people), then there is
no need to use certificates signed by a real certification authority, such as Verisign. The certificate
can be simply installed on the computers that need to communicate with the server. For the scope of
the project, self-signed certificates will be used during the development phase but when the tool will
be used by users, normal certificates will be deployed in the place of the self-signed.
To use a self-signed certificate, the package ssl-cert must be installed. To create the self-signed
certificate using the openssl for 365 days, the following command must be run with root privileges:
openssl req -x509 -nodes -days 365 -newkey
/etc/ssl/apache.key -out /etc/ssl/apache.crt

rsa:2048

-keyout

During this procedure the following details of the organization that is certified will need to be
provided. The information needed to create a new certificate is as follows:
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Country name
State or Province Name
Locality Name
Organization Name
Organizational Unit Name
Common Name
Email Adress

Once this has finished, the following folders and files will be created:
apache.crt: The self-signed server certificate
apache.csr: Server certificate signing request
apache.key: The private server key - so that no password is required when starting Apache
Next HTTPS will need to be turned on. To do this the following file should be edited:
/etc/apache2/sites-available/default-ssl.conf

And after the following line:
#

ServerAdmin webmaster@localhost

Insert:
ServerName 150.140.193.135:443

And then check whether the following three lines match the extensions below:
SSLEngine on
SSLCertificateFile /etc/ssl/apache.crt
SSLCertificateKeyFile /etc/ssl/apache.key

Next, the credentials are modified so that only the root account has access to the apache.key file
by running the following command:
sudo chmod 600 /etc/ssl/apache.key

Finally, the Apache server is restarted with the following command:
sudo /etc/init.d/apache2 restart

6.2 Database Schema
For the implementation of the database the following MySQL schema is created in order to store all
the information about users and the collected website data. The following information will be stored:
the (voluntary) identifying data of users (e.g. their email addresses) and the data collected from the
various websites they visit.
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Figure 6.1: The database schema

In Figure 6.1 the database schema that was created for this implementation is presented. It has two
tables, one that stores the types of threats described in the sections above and the second one will
store the output value of the Privacy Flag platform for each type of threat on every website a user
visits.

6.3 Git server functionality
6.3.1 Git installation
In order to facilitate the development of all the tasks in WP4, git (Torvalds 2005) functionality was
added to the server. In order to install git, the following command was executed:
sudo apt-get install git-core

6.3.2 Gitolite installation
In order to allow multiple users to access the server and use git, Gitolite was installed. For the
installation the following command was used:
sudo apt-get install gitolite

Gitolite manages its configuration through git. In order to set it up, a new operating system user was
created in order to interact with gitolite. The operating system user is called git and it has no
password set up. In order to create this user the following command was used:
sudo adduser --system --group --shell /bin/bash --disabled-password git

In order to access this user from a normal account, SSH keys will be used. Any user who needs access
to the git functionality will need to provide the git administrator with a public ssh key which
corresponds to their computer. In order to generate this key, the following command must be used:
ssh-keygen -t rsa

Assuming the user decided to accept all the default options, the public key will need to be copied to
the server with the following command:
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scp -P 2022 ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub
privacy@150.140.193.135:/tmp/new_users/[username].pub

where [username] needs to be updated to the user’s desired username. For the administrator the
username “git-admin” was chosen.
In order to setup Gitolite and assign administrative rights to “git-admin”, the following command is
used on the server:
sudo su - git

in order to change to the git system user that was created. And then with the following command:
gl-setup /tmp/new_users/git-admin.pub

a configuration file is opened. The default options are selected and gitolite is automatically
configured.

6.3.3 Gitolite administration
In order to administer gitolite the administrator will need to have git installed on her local machine,
and clone the gitolite-admin repository that is automatically created during the gitolite installation.
To do that the following command must be executed:
git clone ssh://git@150.140.193.135:2022/gitolite-admin

This will create a new directory called gitolite-admin within the current directory. Inside this
directory there are two sub-directories:
conf: which contains the configuration file and is used in order to add new repositories, and
change user permissions, add and edit groups of users and edit user access to repositories.
keydir: which contains all the public keys provided by the users.

6.3.3.1 Adding new users
In order to add new users, the public keys provided with the command that was presented above,
will need to be copied from the folder that were uploaded to the keydir folder, the following
command is used:
cp /tmp/new_users/*.pub ~/gitolite-admin/keydir/

or the following command if only one username needs to be copied and not all:
cp /tmp/new_users/[username].pub ~/gitolite-admin/keydir/[username].pub

6.3.3.2 Adding new repositories and assigning user permissions
In order to add new repositories, the configuration file:
~/gitolite-admin/conf/gitolite.conf
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will need to be edited using any text editor. The default configuration file is presented below:
repo

gitolite-admin
RW+
=
git-admin

repo

testing
RW+
=

@all

Adding a new repository is as simple as adding a new line to this file:
repo

gitolite-admin
RW+
=
git-admin

repo

testing
RW+
=

repo

@all

[name_of_repository]
RW+
=
user1 user2 user3

This will give the users: user1, user2 and user3 read and write access to the new repository.
Additionally, users can be assigned into groups for example by task. Each user can be in more than
one group. To achieve this, the following line needs to be added to the configuration file:
@group_name = user1 user2 user3

so the configuration file can have the following form:
@group_name = user1 user2 user3
repo

gitolite-admin
RW+
=
git-admin

repo

testing
RW+
=

repo

@all

[name_of_repository]
RW+
=
@group_name

Finally, the permissions can have one of the following values:
R: read only access
RW: Can read or push new changes. Cannot delete refs that exist on the git server already.
RW+: Can push destructively, or delete refs on the server.
-: Has no access to the specified content

6.3.4 Updating gitolite status
All the changes discussed in the above subsections are still not part of gitolite. The changes will need
to be pushed to the server by the git administrator.
If this is the first time the administrator uses git then they will need to provide an email address and
a name with the following commands:
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git config --global user.name "your_name_here"
git config --global user.email "your_email@address.com"

Then in order to finalize all the changes, they will need to be added to the repository “gitoliteadmin”, then committed and pushed to the server, like with a normal git repository with the
following commands:
git add .
git commit -m "[descriptive commit message]"
git push

6.3.5 Cloning repositories
Now assuming the user has access to the repository they want to clone they can use the following
command:
git clone ssh://git@150.140.193.135:2022/[name_of_repository]

If the user does not have access to the repository they are trying to access, an error message will be
displayed.

6.4 APIs
In addition to the functionalities discussed above, certain APIs will need to be developed in order to
ensure the interoperability of the different subsystems of the Privacy Flag platform. Different
components of the platform will run on different type of operating systems including Ubuntu and
Windows server. By supporting multiple operating systems, Privacy Flag avoids the cost of
monocultures which can dramatically reduce the resilience and security of the IT infrastructure
(Geer, et al. 2003).
In order to ensure the support of most of the ASP functionality on the Linux server, the Mono
framework (Microsoft 2004) can be used. Mono is an open source implementation of Microsoft’s
.NET Framework based on the ECMA standards for C# and the Common Language Runtime. Mono
can be run on many software systems including Android, most Linux distributions, BSD, OS X,
Windows, Solaris, and even some game consoles such as PlayStation 3, Wii, and Xbox 360.
If the features that will be developed in the Privacy Flag ordain the use of a certain operating system,
then this can be easily fixed with a simple migration of all systems to the appropriate operating
system, or by developing the appropriate wrapper APIs.

6.5 Conclusion
By following the steps discussed above, WP4 will have a versatile versioning and backup system in
order to avoid any setbacks during development. WP4 developers will need to get in contact with the
git administrator in order to setup their git accounts and have access to the respective repositories.
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7. Website and backend management
platform
The website and backend management platform are developed to support usage of the Privacy Flag
platform in-depth evaluation, IoT deployment risks analysis and to provide information to the end
user about the Privacy Flag add-on and smartphone application. The final backend platform will
include both crowd-sourcing based evaluation and the experts’ in-depth evaluation.
The Privacy Flag in-depth evaluation will enable experts to perform a deep risk analysis as well as
legal entities, such as public administrations or companies that are developing or deploying solutions,
(websites, smartphone applications or IoT deployments) to do the assessment. If a user submits for
the expert account, additional credentials proving expertise in fields are required and cross-checked
by Privacy Flag Admin for enabling the user to get in-depth evaluation.
The following section presents the architecture and the functionality for the website and backend
management platform (as defined in WP1) describing the key features for assessment of the risk
using the in-depth evaluation tools.

7.1 Architecture
Architecture of the management platform is based on the DotNet (.NET Framework 4.6.1 2015)
framework using DotNetNuke CMS (DNN® 2015) as the backend. The DotNetNuke is composed from
a three-tier model with a core framework providing support to the extensions that should be used to
build connectors to assessment tools and other enablers. Website is deployed using DotNetNuke 7,
and it requires Windows Server 2012, the respective SQL version, and IIS 7+. Figure 7.1 describes the
deployment architecture.
The main features of the DotNetNuke can be expanded by adding third-party extensions, i.e.
modules from an existing library repository, or by developing custom functionality. The DotNetNuke
framework provides basic functionality such as security, user administration, and Content
Management System, while modules are used to tailor the web site for specific deployment needs.
Development of module is done in C#.
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Figure 7.1: The Privacy Flag Website and backend management platform architecture

7.2 Functionality
The website will enable the user to assess and be informed on (or request an assessment) the level of
privacy risk for the given entity. The backend is completely based on DotNetNuke with the following
built-in features:
Administration features like: security roles, protected content and site log
Single installation, multiple portals enabling different evaluation tools
File management
Mobile API and basic mobile device detection
The envisioned functionalities for the website and backend will be developed using the requirements
of the Privacy Flag components as described in the following subsections.

7.2.1 Registration and authentication
The Privacy Flag website will enable end users to register to the platform. The registration process is
based on dotNetNuke registration engine expanded to support additional fields to collect user’s
credential such as: email, name, organization, chosen password and chosen account type from within
the predefined list (i.e., expert user, or standard member). If a user submits a registration for the
expert account, then additional credentials proving expertise in relevant fields are required and they
are cross-checked by the Privacy Flag Admin.
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Before using account, user must activate it by clicking on link sent in the email used during
registration process. In case of the expert account registration, additional link will be sent to the
company email. For the purpose of the notification the user the functionality for the automated
notifications will be implemented. The automated notification functionality of the system shall
provide the possibility for the data subject to enable or disable automated notifications about project
news/status/breaches alert, etc. Moreover, after user interactions with the system (e.g. registration,
enablers download/uninstallation, etc.), an automated response shall inform users of the system
current status and the results of user actions.
The administrator is able to set user privileges which define ability to access only authorized
resources. This process is done by donNetNuke Authorization built-in functionality and there are
several account types with different access privileges, including: consortium partners, evaluator
experts and crowd. This process enables the user to get an in-depth evaluation.

7.2.2 Data query
User should be able to search and have an overview of the results of distributed agents’ operations
or of the certified/labeled SMEs. It will also provide ways to search and have an overview of the
ranking derived from the UPRAAM. This ability will be performed through System querying
functionality. Search box functionality enables user to quickly search needed information related to
the Privacy Flag website.

7.2.3 Expert application submission, approval and payment processing
When application is stored, a notification is sent to the administrator in the form of an email. The
administrator’s first role is to identify if application is consistent. If the application meets criteria and
there is no missing data, the applicant is invited to pay a fee. The user is able to pay fee online or
through bank transfer. If there is any missing inputs or non-consistent data in the user’s application,
the administrator contacts the user to get missing/non-consistent data; this can be done through
User data management functionality. The user data management enables users to control their
personal data, to access, rectify, delete or block them. It is always possible, for the users, to change
the sets of data that they have shared. The administrator validates the application again.
When the payment is received through Paid functionality which notifies the administrator when
payment is done, the administrator identifies one or two experts to perform the in-depth analysis.

7.2.4 Expert evaluation
The administrator invites an identified expert to preform in-depth analysis of the applicant. The
expert validates his acceptance and starts reviewing the documents and information provided by the
applicant. The expert follows an extended version of the UPRAAT by completing several forms with
predefined questions. He can save his inputs and perform the evaluation several times by logging
into his personal account. The expert, if needed, can request additional information from the user.
He can contact the applicant through an online messaging interface (to track all the correspondence)
in order to get the complementary information. Messaging interface functionality enables quick
communication between parties in the Privacy Flag platform. The applicant logs in and provides
additional information to the experts. When the expert completes the in-depth analysis of the
applicant, the report is submitted to the system and stored in the server side. The administrator
reviews the report and validates it. Then the administrator identifies the senior expert. The senior
expert’s task is to validate the report about the in-depth analysis. The senior expert can review the
report several times. Once the senior expert considers he can make a decision, he provides and
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submits it online (to validate, or not, the report). The administrator and the experts receive a
message with the decision taken. The administrator can then inform the user about the decision. If
the decision is positive, the applicant appears on a list of validated evaluations.

7.2.5 Backend and APIs
The Privacy Flag backend will enable the Project data management functionality which provides that
the system automatically record all enablers/tools generated data, storing data into the Privacy Flag
platform, minimizing the collection of personal data from the crowd. This will be done by using
proprietary APIs developed for accessing different operation on database (Create, Read, Update and
Delete for limited set of functionalities). Moreover, direct access for UPRAAT functionalities which
will provide user access to UPRAAM will be developed using APIs to enable user to access/manage
UPRAAT specific data.

7.3 Year 1 Development Overview
The Privacy Flag platform is currently in on-going stage of development and the components that will
be later developed in the following stage of the project will be integrated into the website and
backend management platform. The current development progress is led by these pending
developments and the current goal is to ensure future integration by preparing the interfaces and
the backend for the tools and mechanisms.
In this moment, Privacy Flag website is developed on top of DotNetNuke CMS platform with the
frontend given in Figure 8. The front end presents information about Privacy Flag tools and UI for
enabling secure login and registration to the platform.
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Figure 7.2:The Privacy Flag Website
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